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Community Stories
Bangladesh Community Story
There has been a massive increase in the number of foreign
students in Inha university, due to its high quality of education
and nice academic atmosphere. So far, Inha University has been a
great destination for many Bangladeshi students to pursue their
dream goal of higher studies. Currently, there are 13 students
studying undergraduate, Masters and Ph.D. at this university.
Moreover, there are also 4 Post-Doc/Research Professors working
in the different laboratory/department. There are also 4 KGSP
recipients from Bangladesh to study Korean language only for a
year at this university.
We made a small Bangladesh at the heart of Inha. We take care
of each other as a friend & family. It is true that here everyone is
so busy to fulfill one’s goal, however, there is no rule for the
party!!On the weekends, we get-together at a friend’s house, play
cards, gossips over a cup of tea. When we sit together, it seems
that time flies like a glimpse of an eye. Sometimes we arrange a
BBQ party, outdoor parties to relieve from this monotonous life
and it refreshes our both body and mind.BD-Inhaians is one of the
most strong & vibrant communities at Inha University.
Although we are far from Bangladesh ,we celebrate our festivals
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On Eid day, we wear our traditional dresses and
embrace with each other. On this special Eid day,
BD-Inha families prepare delicious native food like
polaw(scented rice)-Biriyani,curry, sweets and we
never miss these gatherings especially, bachelors.
Our joy knew no bounds when Eid is observed on
weekends. We also celebrate Durga Puja with joy
and happiness within our community. Sometimes,

We actively participate in different cultural festivals, like Inha Harmony Festival, Food festivals, etc.. Inha Harmony Festival is a
great opportunity to introduce our Bangladeshi culture, tradition,
history and natural beauty to local and international students in the
university. In this festival, we perform fashion show & drama, sing
songs, and prepare an exhibition. We also build friendship with
other local &foreign students by playing games & sports. Last year,
one of our Bangladeshi students got champion in single Badminton

We become so excited when our students get their
desired degrees by dint of hard work. We arrange
a graduation ceremony party in honor of their
achievements. Apart from this, there is one particular
news that gives us the utmost pleasure, that is the birth
of a child. Because we believe, family.. Where life
begins and love never ends. And so, we share our love
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By: ZUNED AHMED

Laboratory Stories

Department of B I O C H E M I S T R Y

Department of Biochemistry
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belongs to the School of Medicine of
Inha University and is located at a new
building called 60th Anniversary
Building. Led directly by Professor
Jun-Hyeog Jang, the department of
Biochemistry aimed to construct
therapeutic growth fusion protein for the
sustained release of growth factors in the
body, which is highly applied for tissue

Currently, there are a PhD student and 4 Master students who are enthusiastically guided
by the professor Jang. He is an expert in protein engineering especially on growth factors and
extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules such as fibroblast growth factors (FGFs), fibronectin
(FN) and osteocalcin, respectively. Therefore, our laboratory is at the very core of our
research interests to investigate efficient of growth factors and extracellular matrix (ECM)
molecules on cellular proliferation, cellular differentiation, wound repair as well as evaluate
the collagen based sustained release of recombinant growth factors.
The department of Biochemistry is one of the most modern
and advanced laboratories
of the School of Medicine,
which has been extremely
well-equipped with the latest
equipment and machines in
order to assure studies go
smoothly and get the best
results. Hitherto, to publish

high-quality journal for
research articles along

Regeneration Engineering
(ITREN) of Dankook
University, Department of
with the opportunity to
Otorhinolaryngology of The
participate in domestic and
Catholic University of Korea,
international conferences.
and Department of Biomedical
Our department is coupled
Chemistry of Konkuk
with many talented faculties
University. We also have a
of other universities that
collaboration with the Faculty
expertise in stem cells and
of Pharmacy which belongs to
biomaterials. We quisles with,
the University of Sydney
for instance, Institute of Tissue

Heretofore, as the only one foreigner
in the lab, I received plenty of help form
seniors to get familiar with the lab
duties. Here in laboratory we are all like
brothers, we help each other’s as well as
always give advice for the new students.
Every week after we finish the meeting, we
meet all together for a lunch in which we

Our professor shared his expectation on his students.
“ What I expect from all of you is not only to fall in research
with full of enthusiasm to achieve success as many as possible
but also to become credible and honest people who has a
positive attitude to contribute to a development of society.
Try incessantly perfecting yourself.”

Out

of working hours, the professor
always makes sure to organize parties
and some trips during the year in order
to enhance our relations together. Those
give me a great opportunity to understand more about Korean daily life and
enjoy lots of delicious traditional Korean

If your personal characteristics are suitable for our lab,
make your scientist’s
dream come true and commence your journey of discovering
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By: 팜레빗항 (Pham Le Bich Hang)

Explore Countries
Cambodia & Thailand & Laos

Exploring Cambodia

Cambodia is a country in mainland South-east Asia, bordering
Thailand, Laos, Vietnam, the Gulf of Thailand and
covers a total area of 181,035 km2 (69,898 sq mi) has been counted with more than 14.8 million people living there. The country
is situated in its entirety inside the tropical Indomalayan Eco
zone and the Indochina Time zone (ICT).

As Cambodia is an old country, there are lots of
beautiful heritage temples. Angkor Wat, the most famous
Cambodian heritage site in the world. It is ancient capital city
of Cambodia or capital temple which is a temple complex
and the largest religious monument in the world, with site
measuring 162.6 hectares (1,626,000 sq meters) of the modern town of Siem Reap.
It is known by people that it is the combine action of friendly, hospitable people, a magnificently Angkor Cambodia's is
the most fantastic temple and tourist attraction heritage in the

Religion

Phnom Penh is the capital and largest city of Cambodia which is
fully surrounded by the Kandal Province and located on the
banks of the Tonle Sap and Mekong river in the south-central
region of Cambodia, and. These rivers provide freshwater and
other natural resources to the city
Cambodia is predominantly Buddha is with 90% of the
population being Theravada Buddhist, 1% Christian and the
majority of the remaining population follow Islam, atheism,
or animism. The monks hold an important place and so
impact to Cambodian society.
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During Khmer traditional ceremony, we are always wear
khmer traditional cloths and take food to monks and pray for
Buddha in Pagoda in order to wish what we want to have in
the future and pray for gods to transfers food to our ances-

Climate
Cambodia is located in Southeast Asia in the tropical zone, just
10-13 degrees north off the equator. Like most of Southeast
Asia, Cambodia is warm to hot year round and the climate is
dominated by the annual monsoon cycle with its alternating
wet and dry seasons. The monsoon cycle is driven by cyclic air
pressure changes over central Asia. As the pressure drops
during the summer months (June through October), moist air is
drawn landward from the ocean bringing the southwest
monsoon rains to Cambodia and much of Southeast Asia.
Come the winter months (November through May), the air
pressure over central Asia rises, driving cool dry air back
across Southeast Asia and bringing on a largely rainless dry
season
Best Places to visit in Cambodia
to

Angkor Wat: is the most magnificent and lar gest of all
Angkor temples and the top tourist attraction in Cambodia. It
was built around the first half of 12th century by King Suryavarman II, the temple’s balance, composition and beauty make
it one of the finest monuments in the world. A huge rectangular
reservoir surrounds Angkor Wat which rises up through a
series of three rectangular terraces to the central shrine and
tower at a height of 213 meters (669 feet). This arrangement
reflects the traditional Khmer idea of the temple mountain, in
which the temple represent Mount Meru, the home of the gods
in Hinduism.
When we visit there, we can see the ultimate expression of
Khmer genius with beautiful Apsara Statue on the wall with its
fascinating decorative flourishes of Angkor Wat. However, in
order to really experience the complex, take your family or
friends early in the morning to experience the sunrise over the
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Yeak Laom Lake: It is the deepest lake in Cambodia, it is
popular tourist destination in the Ratanakiri province of northeastern Cambodia. It’s Length: 750 m and Width: 750 m. this beautiful
lake occupies a 4,000-year-old volcanic crater. Due to the lake’s
tremendous depth (157 ft or 48 m), its water is exceptionally clean,
clear and very cold, The lake is almost perfectly round and
measures 0.45 mi (0.72 km) in diameter. When you go there, you
will see large trees and rich, lush rain forest, the home of many

Koh Rong: The most famous island in Cambodia is
Koh Rong which is located in Sihanouk Vill province. Koh Rong
island is the beautiful vacation gateway which is defined as the
word paradise island and a jewel of unique beauty, remotely set,
and eco-friendly oriented. It is considered one of the best beaches
in South East Asia with great surfing and diving have made
Cambodia, the most tourist attraction. Koh Rong Island is just 78
km square and the only population on the island is fishermen
village. It is a good place to relax around beaches and jungle! So
you can sure do some snorkeling or trekking into the jungle. You
can reach the island by boat from the mainland in 40 – 120
minutes. So the life here is wild given by jungle, mangroves,

Silver Pagoda: Located within the Royal Palace
compound in Phnom Penh, the Silver Pagoda houses
many national treasures such as gold and jeweled
Buddha statues. Most notable is a small 17th century
baccarat crystal Buddha (the Emerald Buddha of
Cambodia) and a life-sized gold Maitreya Buddha
decorated with 9584 diamonds. The internal wall of the
Silver Pagoda courtyard is decorated with a richly
colored and detailed mural of the Ramayana myth,
painted in 1903–04 by 40 Khmer artists.

Tonle Sap: Tonle Sap is the lar gest fr eshwater lake
in South East Asia and is of major importance to
Cambodia. The lake expands and shrinks dramatically
with the seasons. From November to May, Cambodia’s
dry season, the Tonle Sap drains into the Mekong River
at Phnom Penh. However, when the year’s heavy rains
begin in June, the flow of the Tonle Sap changes
directions and an enormous lake forms. Tonle Sap is
home to many ethnic group and numerous Cham
communities, living in floating villages around the

Reported by Meas Phearom
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Exploring Thailand

Hello, all lovely readers! I wonder if you guys are excited to
see this issue’s discover country? Of course! It is going to be
extremely appealing because this issue we are proudly presenting Thailand country! Thailand is widely known as a country
for tropical beaches, opulent royal palaces, ancient ruins and
ornate temples displaying figures of Buddha, a revered
symbol. Thailand is on Southeast Asia’s Indochina peninsula.
The first city in Thailand we firstly would like to talk about is
Bangkok, Thailand’s capital. Bangkok is a spr awling metropolis known for its ornate shrines and vibrant street life. The
boat-filled Chao Phraya River feeds its network of canals,
flowing past the Rattanakosin royal district, home to the
opulent Grand Palace and its sacred Emerald Buddha temple.
The famous temple recommended to visit are Wat Phra Kaew,

Next and still close to Bangkok, a city named Hua Hin, is a seaside resort on
the Gulf of Thailand. Hua Hin is my favourite place which is not far to my
home as well. It also used to be a quiet fishing village but grew into a
fashionable escape for residents of Bangkok after the 1920s, when the Thai
royal family built summer palaces here. Hua Hin Beach, popular for
kitesurfing and other water sports, is the main stretch of sand, lined with high

More for those who love beaches,
we are still on to bring you to
another wonderful beach in southern part of Thailand! Ko Samui,
one of Thailand’s largest islands in
the Gulf of Thailand, is known for
its palm-fringed beaches
circl ing coconut groves and dense,

Near Bangkok, there is another beautiful city named Pattaya. It
is a town on Thailand’s eastern Gulf coast known for a wild
nightlife scene that attracts international visitors, weekenders
from Bangkok and expats. Pattaya used to be a quiet fishing
village as recently as the 1960s, however, it is now lined with
resort hotels, high-rise condos and a large seaside mall.
Jet-skiing and parasailing are popular activities at Pattaya's
busy beaches.
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A lot of luxury resorts, posh spas and a rowdy nightlife scene that often
attracts a backpacker crowd. The 12m-tall golden Big Buddha statue at Wat
Phra Yai temple is a local landmark. Go further more to the south, we will
discover Phuket, a city in southeast Phuket Island, Thailand. It is the capital
of Phuket Province. Phuket island itself has many high-end seaside resorts,
spas and restaurants. From Phuket island, we can travel to the most
recommended island called “Phi Phi Islands”. The islands are administratively part of Krabi province. It takes just a 45-minute speedboat jaunt and a

Last but not least, Les us take you to the northern part of Thailand! There is one
must-visit city, Chiang Mai, a city in mountainous northern Thailand that dates
back to the 1200s. Its Old City area still retains vestiges of walls and moats from
its history as a cultural and religious center. It’s also home to hundreds of
elaborate temples, including 14th-century Wat Phra Singh and 15th-century Wat
Chedi Luang, adorned with carved serpents.
Indispensably, we lead you guys to discover Thai foods! Here are only some examples of delicious Thai dishes. Please precisely remember the
names of them, so you can make sure you enjoy eating them in Thai restaurants~!
First dish! Super famous! The quintessential Thai aroma! Tom Yum Goong (Spicy Shrimp Soup) A bold,
refreshing blend of fragrant lemongrass, chilli, galangal, lime leaves, shallots, lime juice and fish sauce shapes
this classic soup, giving it its legendary herbal kick. Do you love prawns? Mushrooms? Succulent fresh
prawns and straw mushrooms are mixed up in this soup. A versatile dish that can fit within virtually any meal,
the distinctive smell reminds you of exotic perfume, while it's invigorating sour-spicy-hot taste just screams
'Thailand'!
Next! Som Tum or known as Spicy Green Papaya Salad! It is a hailing from the Northeast state of Isaan, this
outlandish dish is both great divider - some can't get enough of its bite, some can't handle it! Garlic, chilies,
green beans, cherry tomatoes and shredded raw papaya get dramatically pulverized in a pestle and mortar, so
releasing a rounded sweet-sour-spicy flavour that's not easily forgotten. Regional variations throw peanuts, dry
shrimp or salted crab into the mix, the latter having a gut-cleansing talent that catches many newcomers by
surprise.
Tom Kha Kai (Chicken in Coconut Soup) A mild, tamer twist on Tom Yum, this iconic soup infuses
fiery chilies, thinly sliced young galangal, crushed shallots, stalks of lemongrass and tender strips of chicken.
However unlike its more watery cousin, lashings of coconut milk soften its
spicy blow. Topped off with fresh lime leaves, it's a sweet-smelling concoction, both creamy and compelling. You will love it~!
Gaeng Daeng (Red Cur r y) Made with mor sels of meat, r ed cur r y paste, smooth coconut milk and topped
off with a sprinkling of finely sliced kaffir lime leaves, this rich, aromatic
curry always gets those taste buds tingling. At its best when the meat is stunningly tender, it could be likened to a beautiful woman: it's mild, sweet and delicately fragrant. And like all
true love affairs, absence makes the heart grow fonder.
Pad Thai (Thai style Fr ied Noodles) I am sur e that most of you have tr ied this befor e! Fr om Cape
Town to Khao San Road, the default international Thai dish! Dropped in a
searing hot wok, fistfuls of small, thin or wide noodles (you choose) do a
steamy minute-long dance alongside crunchy beansprouts, onion and egg, before disembarking for the nearest
plate. A truly interactive eating
experience, half its fun (and flavour) lies in then using a quartet of accompanying condiments - fish sauce, sugar, chilli powder and finely ground peanuts - to wake it from its slumbers.
Yam Nua (Spicy Beef Salad) If ther e was such a thing as a 'Salad Hall of Fame', Thailand's zesty own br eed, or 'yam' as they ar e known
here, would surely take pride of place. Unconvinced? Experience the fresh, fiery thrill of yam nua - with its sprightly mix of onion, coriander,
spearmint, lime, dried chili and tender strips of beef - and you won't be. It perfectly embodies the invigorating in-the-mouth-thrill of all
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By: Chanapakorn

Exploring Laos

Where is Laos: Laos is a landlocked countr y in Southeast Asia.
It shares a border with 5 countries: China , Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand
and Myanmar. The total area is 236,800 square kilometers.

Capital City: Vientiane, Climate: 2 seasons-rainy season ( May-Nov),
dry season ( Nov-Apr)
Population: 6.9 million ( 2014 est.). Religions: Buddhist 67%, Christian
1.5%, other 31.5%.
Language: Lao.

Why Visit Laos: Laos deserves all the
accolades it receives. Adrenaline junkies can
lose themselves in underground river caves,
white-water rapids or jungle zip lines. Wildlife
nuts can trek through some of Southeast Asia's
most pristine forests, still home to rare
creatures. Foodies can experiment with the
kaleidoscope of flavors that is Lao cuisine.
From thrill seeker to gourmand, every type of
traveler finds what they're looking for in Laos,
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What are characteristic of Lao
people: Lao people ar e fr ank,
open and friendly, and they possess a strongly developed sense of
courtesy and respect.
Despite global modernization,
much of Lao people and culture is
still profoundly influenced by
Buddhist thinking, attitudes and

Popular Places:

Vientiane :

Champasak

This delightfully friendly capital,
studded with crumbling French
mansions,
bougainvillea--blooming
streets and steaming noodle stalls, is
somewhere between a big town and
a diminutive city; the kind of place you
might find a Graham Greene
protagonist. Its conveniently compact
travelers' enclave is based around Nam
Phu, the Mekong riverside and Setthariat
and
Samsenthai
streets.
Full of things to see, from Buddha Park
to the Morning market and an impossibly rich selection of international
cuisine – most pointedly French –
you’ll find yourself slowly won over by

Blue Lagoon

Champasak was once, 1400 years ago, the centre of
power in the lower Mekong basin, later a revered
outpost of the Khmer Angkor empire and later still
one of the three kingdoms to rule over the remains
of Lane Xang. A fine heritage that, according to the
last prince of Champassak, was brought to hard
times by a former queen's indiscretion.
Therefore, it is a place that full of historical places,
beautiful nature, waterfalls and it is a great place
for coffee and tea plantation.

Vangvieng Scenery

Vang vieng and Luangprabang :

Patuxay ( Victory Monument)

Vang vieng is a tour ist-oriented town in Laos
in Vientiane Province about four hours bus ride
north of the capital. The town lies on the Nam
Song River. The most notable feature of the area
is the karst hill landscape surrounding the town .
It has become a backpacker-oriented town, with
the main street featuring guest houses, bars, restaurants, internet cafes, tour agencies, and Western tourists .
Luang prabang is One of the best travel destinations in Southeast Asia and a world heritage site.
Laid back, quite, and full of color, wats, people,
waterfalls, fabric shops, coffee shops, excellent
restaurants. Get up in the morning at 6am for

Thatluang Stupa

Wat Phu

Tad Fand

Buddha Park
Kone Phapeng
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Hor Pha Keo

Kwangsi Waterfall

Riding Elephant

By: Sathaphon

Ambassador Talk
Inha University is an experience of a lifetime and is one of
the highlights in creating my future. I was also given a great
opportunity to be the student ambassador representing Myanmar at Inha. Although there is ample opportunity to meet
fellow classmates from around the world in other endeavors,
the ambassador program really gave me a great chance to
develop close friendships with students from many countries.
Our different cultures and beliefs always made for great
conversation and helped all of us learn about a number of
things that otherwise I would not. It is a pleasure meeting and
working with these intelligent people. Perhaps the most
I mportant thing about the ambassador program is the sense of
community that we help create for all the students on campus.
I like to think that the lives of everyone and the university is a

bit brighter because of it. Truly, this experience has been invaluable, and it is something that I will always cherish. It
would be my pleasure to meet and work
with all of my fellow ambassadors in the
future, and I can’t wait to see the next line

Profile
Name: K Zin Htut
Department: Biochemical Engineering
Degree : Chemical Engineering
Country of origin : Myanmar
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Interest : travelling

1. K Zin, what do you actually do as a student
Ambassador?
K Zin: As an Ambassador, providing the required
information about the University for new international
students is the main job. But, there are other things as well,
one of which is, introducing about the University around our
Myanmar organization and associations in order to garner the
attention of Myanmar students in regards to scholarship
opportunities. Of course, the exuberant lifestyle we enjoy at

2. Do you have activities which may be interesting for
international students?
K Zin: Inha’s yearly International Students’ festival, sports day
events, experiencing the different culture through traditional
costumes & cooking festivals and annual excursion trips are
must-do activities for the ones who want to enjoy various cultures.

3. What are the things that you enjoyed from being an
ambassador?
K Zin: One of the things I most enjoyed about being an ambassador was the involvement in a variety of activities and meet ups
that I might not have otherwise done. Having a responsibility to
help others experience new cultures and events really made me
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4. What is next for you after being a student
ambassador for Inha University?
K Zin: Being an Ambassador for one year has helped me
grow enormously in terms of cultural awareness and
appreciation. Currently, I have applied for my doctoral
program in the United States for the 2016 Fall semester.
The idea of pursuing a doctoral degree has emerged mainly
due to by my professor’s enthusiastic desire as well as from
other Ambassadors who are pursuing their Ph.D. at the
moment. By discussing, about our future with them, it has
given me an opportunity to think about my future and
choose which suits me the best. Of course, no one knows
their future and I might end up doing a Ph.D. in Germany or
working in another country. Wherever I will be, the experience I was working as an Ambassador at Inha University
will definitely be a stepping stone for the future.

By: K Zin Htut

INHA STUDENT LIFE
Name: Chanapakorn Sawangjit
Nickname: Ing

The best time in Inha

Nationality: Thai
Master degree
Name: Sathaphon Phoumarinno
Nickname: Phon
Nationality: Lao

2 years of unforgettable memory

Master degree

Since the first day of becoming Inhaian, the only thing I
would definitely can say is that I will never forget life of
being Inhaian. There are several happy and delightful
moments here.
As we know, Inha University is an university located in
Incheon city but the transportation to Seoul or to other
famous places of South Korea is comfortable. The first day I
arrived, I checked-in at Inha first dormitory and easily
walked to Main building of Inha University and then I took a
bus to Sinsegye department store which took only about 20
minutes to arrive. Also, there are various food restaurants
and desserts at the back gate area. To find things to eat and
enjoy meeting friends there were simple. During
semesters, I lived close to campus, therefore, my life was
comfy because Inha campus and residences are close to each
other by walking distance, I could just walk to classes, have
a meal and walk back to my room or go to Jung-seok Memorial Library for study. I would say that most important wish
of all foreign students like us expect to see, we can find them

For 2 years of my student life in Inha, I have to admit
that I enjoy every single moment . I made a lot of new
friends both Koreans and foreigners. My professors are
really helpful and support me when I struggled with my
courses. In the meantime, my classmates also encourage
me to get through the obstacles. During my degree, I also
attended various activities which were organized by University such as workshops, field trips and cultural exchange programs. Student life is tough but it also depends
on how we manage it. What I always do when I have a
rough moment is to think positive. No matter how hard the
problem is but if we believe that we can overcome it. I am

Short Interview:

Phon: Fir st time could be language bar r ier but we can impr ove it

What is the main reason you choose Inha?

Did you learn Korean language before coming to Korea?

Ing: Admission and application system was not so complicated
and professors were kind and very helpful.

Ing: I did lear n basic conver sation of Kor ean language by myself
before coming to Korea.

Phon: Inha pr ovides me the cour se I wish to pur sue. Plus, the
staffs are really kind to provide me informations about University.

Phon: I pr epar ed for one year cour se as a KGSP student

Any difficulties while you are in South Korea?

Suggestions to new Inhaians?

Ing: At fir st, communication was a little issue (not big) but after
a month passed, I learnt more Korean language and had more

Ing: Please lear n some basic Kor ean befor e coming and never
stop learning Korean more when you live here. I am sure, you will
feel “life is amazing in Korea”.
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ALUMNI TALK
Alumna’s Profile
Name

Solongo Zorigt

Nationality

Mongolian

Major

Environmental Engineering
Air pollution control

H

er name is Solongo Zorigt. She got awarded Ilwoo Foundation Scholarship and studied at Inha
University Graduate School from 2011 till 2013 majoring in environmental engineering. She is now
back in Mongolia working in an environmental NGO called “Rivers Without Boundaries” which is a part
of an international organization “Rivers Without Boundaries Coalition.” This organization aims at
protecting and conserving transboundary river basin ecosystems in Northeast Asia, mainly between
Mongolia-Russia and Mongolia-China.
- Solongo, we are very honored to have an
interview with you! Please tell us how your life
in Inha University was?

how important it is to try your best to grab an

My life in Inha University was completely a new
experience for me. Everything was new to me;
dormitory life, laboratory life, campus life, and
Korean lifestyle! As a graduate student in
environmental engineering, I conducted my study in
Air Pollution Control laboratory. My professor and
my lab seniors welcomed me warm-heartedly, and
their advice in both academic and everyday life was
invaluable for me to complete my study while
enjoying life in Korea.

opportunity if you know there exists any.

- How did your experience at Inha University
influence your life and future career?
From my experience in Inha University, I have
improved my independent and initiative mindset.
This, in a sense, helped me to pursue whatever
feels right to me at present situation. Also,
perseverance was the most important thing I’ve
learned from my fellow students. For example, the
most surprising thing I saw during my study was
students getting in line to book for the library seat
extremely early in the morning. That showed me
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- What is your vision in your working field?
My goal in my working field is to contribute in
sustainably conserving nature of Mongolia.
Mongolia is a country with high potential for
development. However, this “traditional”
development trend should be practiced with special
care and high alternative consideration in order to
conserve wild nature and cultural uniqueness of
Mongolia. Therefore, I am aiming to contribute in
leading the development into more sustainable and
environmental friendly direction.
- Do you have any advice for students at Inha
University Graduate School as an alumna?
I would say, blend into fellow local students’ life,
and never ever hesitate to discuss with your
professors if you have any concerns or issues.
Understand and respect the uniqueness of Korean
culture. It would add taste to your life in Korea!

INHA STUDENT AMBASSADORS (SPRING 2016)
Name: 조아남 (Zhao YaNan)

Name: 에르데네(Enkhbayar Erdenee)

Nationality: Chinese

Nationality: Mongolian

Department: Korean Studies

Department: Computer and Information Engineering

Email: ssluckystar@163.com

Email: enkhbayar@inha.edu

Name: 추웅 (Qiu Xiong)

Name: 민코바 (Minkova Aysa)

Nationality: Chinese

Nationality: Russian

Department: Industrial Engineering

Department: Business Administration

Email: chuung1104@naver.com

Email: minkovaaysa@gmail.com

Name: 옥빈항(Nguyen Ngoc Vinh Hang)
Nationality: Vietnam
Department: Korean Language Education
Email: vinhhang2803@gmail.com
Name: 케이진틋 (K Zin Htut)
Nationality: Myanmarese
Department: Chemical Engineering

Email: helen.kzin@gmail.com

Nationality: Chinese
Department: Korean Studies
Email: sunnie0702@naver.com
Name: 치부조 켄넷(Onwukaeme Chibuzo)
Nationality: Nigerian
Department: Electronic Engineering
Email: hyginusonwuka@gmail.com

Name: 주네드 (Zuned Ahmed)

Name: 발레리아 (Rakhmanova Valeriya)

Nationality: Bangladeshi

Nationality: Uzbekistan

Department: Physics

Department: Medicine

Email: hizuned@gmail.com

Email: rahmanova-valeriya@mail.ru

Name: 림 (Reem Mohamed magdy)

Name: 페르도우스(Khan Ferdous Ahmed)

Nationality: Egypt

Nationality: Bangladeshi

Department: Architectural Engineering

Department: Consumer and Child Studies

Email: reem_mohamed@eng.asu.edu.eg

Email: ferdous.ahmed.khan@gmail.com

Name: 아슬람 (Aslam Muhammad)

Name: 비스누(Pant Bishnu Datt)

Nationality: Pakistani

Nationality: Nepali

Department: Environmental Engineering

Department: Chemistry and Chemical Engineering

Email: mhd_aslam@hotmail.com

Email: bdppant@gmail.com

Name: 비렌드라 (Singh Birendra Kumar)
Nationality: Indian
Department: Marine Science & Biological Engineering
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Name: 나운연 (Luo YunYan)

Email: birendrakumar1508@gmail.com

We are happy to represent our country as Student Ambassadors. We therefore
dedicate our efforts towards the promotion and development of INHA University.
Website: http://gradeng.inha.ac.kr http://grad.inha.ac.kr

Ambassador Pick

Success doesn’t come to find
us, we have to go out and get it

Humble on the outside,
Confident on the inside

Each of us can make difference.
The bright future depends on
what we do in the present time
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Altogether we , Inhaians , make better changes

Notice Board
Deadline of application Period: 2016
Number of students for 2016 KGSP recommendation:
students (Max. 3 from one country)

Max. 20

How to apply : Submit r equir ed documents to the gr aduate school
office by postal mail (DHL, Fedex, etc.)
Scholarship Period: 1 year of Kor ean language lear ning pr ogr am
+ 2 years for Master's degree / 3 years for Doctoral degree

Scholarship Amount: Full financial support including tuition fees
and monthly allowances (KRW 900,000), etc.
Eligibility for application: ① Less than 40 years of age,
② G.P.A. : Min. 80 out of 100, etc.
For details about 2016 KGSP, visit the link :
http://gradeng.inha.ac.kr/board_notice_en/View.aspx?Seq=462
18&CateNum=0&PageNum=0&SearchField=Title&Keyword=&SortE
xp=&SortDir=0Seq=34943&CateNum=&PageNum=0&SearchField=T

Special Messages to Alumni
1.Send a message about your current job
position and contact information to
thekhan@inha.ac.kr as a member of Inha
global alumni Network. The Graduate School
will keep sending a newsletter or useful notices for alumni.
2. Send you message and your story to
thekhan@inha.ac.kr. After selection, we will
upload them for the next issue.
3. If you need any certificates about your
academic records at Inha University, you can
use Internet Certificate Issuing System http://
certpia.inha.ac.kr or apply for the postal
service of certificate issuance. For details, visit
http://gradeng.inha.ac.kr/campus/campus_
050401.aspx
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4. Promote 2016 KGSP and Jungseok International Scholarship Program about admission
for spring semester of 2016 to many excellent
international students in your country.

NIIED homepage: http://www.niied.go.kr

Editor`s Desk
The seventh Issue of INHA Global Messenger wanted to
build awareness with regards to the activities of the
graduate school. It also aims to provide information to
our fellow Inhaians and to encourage international
students to consider INHA for their graduate studies.
Through this publication we can be able to promote the
experience of INHA International graduates that has
been successful in their field of expertise.
Executive Team:

Sathaphon Phoumar inno (Laos)
Alikhanov Jumabek (Uzbekistan)
Urkunchiev Adylbek (Kyrgyzstan)
Luo YunYan (China)
Singh Birendra Kumar (India)
Rakhmanova valeriya (Uzbekistan)
With special Adviser : Sawangjit Chanapakorn
(Thailand)

